
Cavaliers of the South 

03/17/2017  Reston, Virginia 

Andrea Sedgbeer (Russmic) 

My thanks to the committee of The Cavaliers of the South for inviting me to judge your show and 
making us feel so welcome.  The exhibitors should be congratulated for the presentation of their dogs 
and the sporting way they accepted my decisions. 

 

DOGS 

 

JUNIOR PUPPY DOG  (11) 

1. Huntland Honour  (Land/Land) 
Blenheim with a soft expression and large dark eyes.  Lovely shape and size, good top line 
and tail set, nicely marked.  Moved well. 
 

2. Dreamvale Devil Without A Cause  (Perini/Sage) 
Small Blenheim with dark eyes, nicely marked and made.  Level top line and good tail set.  
Moved well. 
 

3. Chadwick Code Black  (McCarty/Eckersley) 
Slightly larger tricolour, large dark eyes, good rich tan markings, good angulation, moved 
well. 
 

4. X’Treme Amorist Vom Kaninchengarten  (James) 
Tricolour with dark eyes, level top line and good tail set.  Moved well. 
 

 
SENIOR PUPPY DOG  (2) 
 

1. Chadwick Telltale Author  (Eckersley) 
Heavily marked Blenheim with a lovely shape and size.  Gentle expression with large dark 
eyes and good ear set.  Level top line and good tail set.  Good strong back movement.  Really 
liked this little man.  BEST PUPPY IN SHOW, BEST PUPPY DOG 
 

2. Orchardhill Enough Said  (Venier/Venier) 
Lightly marked Blenheim with a good expression, dark eyes and good ear set.  Level top line 
and good tail set. 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY DOG  (2) 

1. Fieldsedge Avogadros Number  (Slusher/Slusher) 



Very striking Blenheim, lovely shape and size, nicely marked.  In good coat.  Gentle 
expression with dark eyes and good earset.  Level top line line and good tail set. 
 

2. Carlen Dandini  (Atkinson) 
Very rich coloured ruby with the darkest of eyes.  Good ear set, reach of neck and level top 
line.  Good front movement. 

 

NOVICE DOG  (2) 

1. Darane I Drove All Night  (Longobardi) 
Ruby with a gentle expression, dark eyes and good ear set.  Level top line, moved well.   
BEST RUBY DOG 
 

2. Padamere Overjoyed  (Miller) 
Slightly longer in muzzle, dark eye, good rich colour and nicely marked. 

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG  (3) 

1. Ch Forestcreek Double O Seven, JW  (Cline) 
Blenheim with the most beautiful soft expression, large dark eyes black nose and correct ear 
set.  Good reach of neck, level top line and good tail set.  Loved his shape and size.  Nicely 
marked with good rich tan.  Beautifully presented.  Good front and back movement.  My star 
of the day. 
BEST IN SHOW, WINNERS DOG, BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR IN SHOW, BEST 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN 
BRED DOG, BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW, BEST BLENHEIM DOG 
 

2. Veribas Eye of the Tiger  (Cusick) 
Well presented Blenheim in good coat.  Soft expression with dark eyes and good ear set.  
Good reach of neck, level top line and good front.  Nice shape and size. 
 

3. Ch Mimric American Hearttrob  (Bolster/Hodges) 
Blenheim with a nice expression, dark eyes and good ear set.  Good reach of neck, level top 
line and a good front. 

 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG  (1) 

1. Chadwick Shooting Upwards  (McCarty/Eckersley) 
Nicely presented Blenheim with gentle expression, dark eyes and nose.  Good shape and size.  
Moved well. 

 

 



AMERICAN BRED DOG  (5) 

 

1. Brookhaven the Dream Lives on at Finnickyskye  (Utych/Utych) 
Nicely made Blenheim with a gentle expression and dark eyes.  Good reach of neck, level top 
line and good tail set.  Moved well. 
 

2. Krystle Latitude  (Torgersen/Torgersen) 
Blenheim with soft expression and dark eyes.  Nice shape and size, moved well. 
 

3. Foxwyn Woodbury Rise And Shine Of Ceilimor  (McCarty/Redniss) 
Blenheim with a soft clear face and dark eyes.  Good ear set, level top line, nice shape, moved 
well. 
 

4. Hiddencreek One Shot of Patron  (Weinstein/Green) 
Blenheim with sweet expression and dark eyes, nice shape with level top line. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG  (6) 

1. Angel’s Pride Kasanova  (Engel) 
Nicely made Blenheim with gentle expression and good dark eyes.  Good reach of neck, level 
top line and good tail set.  Moved out well. 
 

2. Dreamvale Follow All My Moves  (Perini/Sage) 
Beautifully presented Blenheim with a gentle expression and dark eyes, nice shape and size.  
Just preferred the movement of 1st. 
 

3. Almeara Extra Extraordinary, JW  (Whitmire) 
Small compact Blenheim with rich chestnut markings, good head with dark eye.  Good reach 
of neck and level top line. 
 

4. Foxwyn Avant  (Meath/ Meath) 
Heavier marked Blenheim, slightly longer in body.  Nice expression with dark eye and good 
ear set.  Good rich chestnut makings. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOUR DOG  (1) 

1. Pascavale Dodger   (Jacks) 
Heavily marked tricolour with good rich tan markings.  Gentle expression with dark eyes.  
Good reach of neck, level top line, moved well.   
BEST TRICOLOUR IN SHOW, BEST TRICOLOUR DOG 

 

 



SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN DOG  (1) 

1. Jolly Jouet Du Jardin De Claire of Sumara  (Gentil) 
Beautifully presented Black-and-Tan, lovely shape and size.  Gentle expression with lovely 
dark eyes. Good reach of neck, level top line and good tail set.  Good movement. 
BEST BLACK-AND-TAN IN SHOW, BEST BLACK-AND-TAN DOG 

 

OPEN DOG  (2) 

1. Ch Nightingale Diorchavon Baby its You, JW  (Bialek) 
Beautifully presented Blenheim with soft expression and dark eyes.  Good ear set, reach of 
neck, level top line and good tail set.  Lovely shape and size.  Moved with drive.  RESERVE 
WINNERS DOG 
 

2. Ch Forestcreek Heart of Rock N Roll, JW  (Painter/Cline) 
Heavier marked Blenheim.  Nice shape and size.  Gentle expression with dark eyes.  Good 
reach of neck.  Moved well. 
 

3. Ch Linrica Milan, JW  (Liu) 
Nicely marked Blenheim, good shape and size.  Soft expression with dark eyes.  Good reach 
of neck and level top line.  Moved well. 
 

4. Miletree Carnival at Shirmont, JW  (Henry/Henry/Whitney/Whitney) 
Blenheim with good rich chestnut, nicely marked.  Nice shape, soft expression with dark 
eyes.  Moved well. 

 

BITCHES 

 

JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH  (6) 

1. Huntland Molly Marshall  (Land/Land) 
Very pretty Blenheim with soft expression and dark eyes, good reach of neck, level top line, 
lovely shape and size.  Moved well. 
 

2. Kalais Yes Siree  (Hess) 
Ruby with rich colour, very pretty.  Nice size with good front, level top line and good tail set. 
 

3. Foxwyn Charmed Im Sure  (Baker-Fox) 
Pretty Blenheim, nice shape and size. Good ear set, reach of neck and good front. 
 

4. Sunjays Graceful Dancer  (Hellmans) 
Richly coloured Blenheim, slightly longer muzzle.  Good reach of neck, level top line and 
good front. 

 



SENIOR PUPPY BITCH  (5) 

1. Brookhaven Pumpkin Pie  (Ayers/Martz) 
Beautiful ruby with a gentle expression and large dark eyes.  Good reach of neck, level top 
line and good tail set.  Just loved her shape and size.  Moved well.   
BEST PUPPY BITCH, BEST RUBY IN SHOW, BEST RUBY BITCH 
 

2. Rutherford Ulalee  (Jones) 
Lovely marked Blenheim ,good shape and size.  Gentle expression with dark eyes, held a 
level top line standing and on the move.  Good front and back angulation.  Moved well. 
 

3. Rutherford Ursuula  (Jones) 
Small compact Blenheim.  Very pretty with good reach of neck and level top line. 
 

4. Chadwick Tattleteller Tales  (Eckersley) 
Slightly longer Blenheim.  Very pretty with large dark eyes.  Good ear set and level top line. 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (8) 

1. Nightingale Against The Wind, JW  (Curley) 
Very pretty Blenheim with dark eyes and correct ear set. Nicely marked and shown in good 
coat and condition.  Loved her shape and size.  Moved well 
 

2. Chantismere Carrieanna  (Tibbets) 
Richly marked Blenheim with dark eyes and good ear set.  Nice Shape and size, moved well. 
 

3. Parkmor Rendition  (Fry) 
Pretty Blenheim with rich chestnut markings.  Good front and moved well. 
 

4. Kalais One Day More  (Hess) 
Black-and-Tan with dark eyes, lovely shape and size, keeping a level top line, would have 
liked a better tan. 

 

NOVICE BITCH  (3) 

1. Hollytree Lollipop  (Seymour) 
Pretty Blenheim with soft expression and dark eyes. Nice shape and size, moved well. 
 

2. Darane White Wedding  (Kates) 
Lightly marked Blenheim with good front and back angulation, nice head with dark eyes.  
Moved well. 
 

3. Sherah Dark But Delicious  (Crommett) 
Black-and-Tan with rich tan markings, level top line and good tail set.  Nice shape, moved 
well. 



JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (5) 

1. Brookhaven Temptation, JW  (Ayers/Martz) 
A very pretty Blenheim with dark eyes and correct ear set.  A lovely shape and size, nicely 
marked. Moved well. 
 

2. Chadwick Oh La La  (Greak/Comer/Eckersley) 
Blenheim with a nice shape and size.  Pretty with the darkest of eyes.  Moved well. 
 

3. Hiddencreek Kourtney  (Green/Green) 
Blenheim with a soft expression and dark eyes.  Nice size with level top line and good tail set.  
Moved well. 
 

4. Chewcreek Devil May Care  (DePhillip) 
Black-and-Tan with dark eyes, good front and level top line.  Wasn’t very happy in the ring. 

 

AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (5) 

1. Krystal Star Quality  (Torgersen/Torgersen) 
Very pretty Blenheim with dark eyes, lovely shape and size good reach of neck and level top 
line. Moved well. 
 

2. Mimric Fiddle Dee Dee, JW  (Hodges/Perkins) 
Pretty Blenheim, nice shape and size, good front and back angulation. 
 

3. Bluegarden Aussie Girl of Chadwick  (Eckersley) 
Very happy Blenheim with good rich chestnut.  Nicely made and marked.  Moved well. 
 

4. Veribas Wild Thing Heart Sing  (Mitchum/Cusick) 
Slightly longer Blenheim, very pretty, level top line and good tail set. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH  (6)  “Two very nice girls” 

1. Brookhaven Believe in Me  (Ayers & Martz) 
Very nicely made Blenheim with the softest expression and large dark eyes.  Correct ear set 
with good reach of neck and level top line.  Good movement coming and going.  Loved her 
shape and size.  Just my type.   
RESERVE BEST IN SHOW, WINNERS BITCH, BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX, BEST 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH, BEST AMERICAN BRED BITCH, BEST BLENHEIM 
BITCH 
 

2. Ch Tudorr La Dolce Angela, JW  (Mixon/Mixon/Cline) 
Another very nicely made Blenheim with a gentle expression and dark eyes. Good reach of 
neck and level top line. Liked her shape and size. Moved well.   
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH 
 



3. Sunjays Kiss Me Kate  (Hellman) 
Nicely made Blenheim with level top line and good tail set.  Moved well. 
 

4. Padamere Timeless Jewels  (Miller/Miller) 
Pretty Blenheim with dark eyes and good ear set.  Kept a level top line. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOUR  (3) 

1. Chadwick Appletini  (Eckersley) 
Heavily marked tricolour with a soft expression and dark eyes.  Good reach of neck and level 
top line.  Moved well.  BEST TRICOLOUR BITCH 
 

2. Bombay C Trilexa  (James) 
Pretty tricolour with good ear set and a nice shape.  Moved well. 
 

3. Sherah Sophia Loren  (Crommett) 
Very pretty tricolour slightly overweight, lost her top line on the stand. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH  (1) 

1. Padamere Love Potion  (Miller) 
Very pretty ruby with soft expression and dark eyes. Good reach of neck and a nice size.  
Very happy girl. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN BITCH  (2)  “Two lovely Black-and-Tans” 

1. Iloo Dite Ilan Du Jardin De Claire Of Sumara, JW  (Gentil) 
Black-and-Tan in good coat and condition with a very rich tan.  Very pretty with lovely dark 
eyes.  Lovely shape and size.  Moved well coming and going.   
BEST BLACK-AND-TAN BITCH 
 

2. Darane True Colors  (Kates) 
Pretty girl just slightly longer cast than 1st.  Level top line. Moved well. 

 

OPEN BITCH  (2) 

1. Ch Chadwick Sentimental Journey, JW  (Eckersley) 
Very pretty Blenheim with soft expression, dark eyes and correct ear set.  Good reach of neck, 
level top line and good tail set.  Lovely rich chestnut.  Liked her shape and size.  Another 
from this exhibitor which has strong back movement. 
 

2. Ch Foxwyn A Likely Story  (Baker-Fox/Greak/Comer) 



Blenheim with a soft expression and dark eyes. Rich chestnut, good top line, just preferred the 
movement of 1st. 

VETERAN BITCH  (2)  “Two nine year old girls still looking good.” 

1. Krystle Hotter Nell  (Gregg/Bertron) 
Very pretty ruby with lovely dark eyes, level top line and good tail set.  Still moving out well. 
BEST VETERAN IN SHOW 
 

2. Majestic Ceili Dancer of Avondale at Ceilimor  (McCarty) 
Heavily marked tricolour with a soft expression and dark eyes.  Holds a level top line.  In 
good coat. 


